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Abstract
The present third part of a three-part paper gives the de:nition of a multitopic set, and that of
the category of multitopes. A detailed proof is given of the fact that the category of multitopic
sets is equivalent to the category of set-valued functors on multitopes. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Multitopic sets
A multitopic set S, by de:nition, consists of data (i)–(iii), subject to conditions
(iv)–(viii):
(i) a sequence 〈Ck〉k∈N of sets [to indicate dependence on S, we may write Ck(S)
for Ck , and similarly for the other ingredients to follow];
(ii) sequences 〈Ck〉k∈N; 〈Dk〉k∈N of multicategories,
(iii) morphisms dk+1 :Ck+1 → Dk (k ∈N) of multicategories
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such that
(iv) C0 has only identity arrows, and O(C0)=C0;
(v) for k¿ 1; Ck is free on a language Lk for which O(Lk)=Ck−1; L(Lk)=Ck ;
(vi) D0 is the 1-level multicategory for which O(D0)=C0, A(D0)=C0 × C0;
sD0 ((x; y))= 〈x〉 and tD0 ((x; y))=y; composition and identities are thereby uniquely
determined;
(vii) O(Dk)=Ck =O(Ck+1), and dk+1 :Ck+1 → Dk is a strict morphism which is
the identity on upper level objects;
(viii) for k¿ 1; Dk is the multicategory of function-replacement associated with
dk : Ck→Dk−1 (for the de:nition, see Section 4 in Part 2).
The multitopic set S gives rise to the following diagram of sets and functions:
Here, Ck is the set of k-cells, and it is given in (i) in the data for S : Pk =A(Ck)=
A(Dk); its elements are called the k-pasting diagrams of S. We have omitted subscripts
from the maps; each should be understood with the same subscript as its domain; e.g.,
dk+1 :Pk+1 → Pk , which is the eIect on arrows of the morphism dk+1 :Ck+1 → Dk .
ck+1 :Pk+1 → Ck is, by de:nition, tCk+1 : A(Ck+1)=Pk+1 → O(Ck+1)=Ck .
In general, d(a) is the domain, c(a) is the codomain of a whatever a is to which
the d or c in question applies. In particular, we talk about domain and codomain of
both cells and pasting diagrams.
ik :Ck → Pk is the inclusion of the generating arrows into the free Ck =F(Lk) : dk
and ck with domain Ck are abbreviations for the composites dk ik ; ck ik , respectively.
We have
dd =dc; cd = cc;
in more detail,
dkdk+1 =dkck+1; ckdk+1 = ckck+1: (1)
for all k ∈N − {0}. This is the familiar “globular” aspect of higher-dimensional cat-
egory theory: it says that the domain and the codomain of a cell of dimension k + 1
greater than 1 are parallel to each other; that is, they agree as far as their domains
and codomains are concerned. Note, however, that domains and codomains here are
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very diIerent things; the domains are pasting diagrams, whereas the codomains are
individual cells.
To see (1), let us abbreviate dk+1 and ck+1 by d and c, respectively. d on upper
level objects is the identity idCk . Recall that, by the de:nition of Dk as in (viii), we
have that a˙, the lower level object corresponding to the upper level object a∈Ck , is
a˙=T(a)= (dk(a); ck(a)). Remember also that tDk ()=T()= (dk(); ck()) (∈Pk).
On lower level objects, the eIect d˙ of d is forced by the required commutativity of
to be d˙(a)=T(a). Since d :Ck+1 → Dk preserves “target”, for any ∈Pk+1;
tDk (d)= d˙(tCk+1()), that is T(d)=T(c), which is (1).
Note that O(Dk)=L(Lk)=Ck; O˙(Dk)=A(Dk−1)×O(Ck)=Pk−1 ×Ck−1, and we
have A(Dk)=A(Ck).
The fact that d = dk+1 :Ck+1 → Dk is a strict morphism which is the identity on
objects implies that sCk+1()= sDk (d)= 〈d〉, where 〈d〉 is de:ned as the left-to-right
tuple of function-symbol occurrences in d; see Section 4 in Part 2.
The fundamental equality is
d( ◦p )= (d) p(d) (p∈ |〈〉|; c= 〈〉(p));
signifying part of the fact that d = dk+1 is a strict morphism of multicategories; here
; ∈Ck+1; ◦ is the composition in Ck+1; is the composition in Dk .
It is possible to build a multitopic set recursively; to state this rigorously, we intro-
duce some more concepts.
Let n∈N. An n-truncated multitopic set is given by data Ck (k ∈ [0; n]); Ck(k ∈
[0; n]); Dk (k ∈ [0; n − 1]); dk+1 :Ck+1 → Dk (k ∈ [0; n − 1]) as in (i), (ii), (iii), but
with the index k having the ranges indicated; conditions (iv)–(viii) are required for all
values of k that are relevant. Every (full) multitopic set S gives rise in the obvious way
to its n-truncation S  n, an n-truncated multitopic set; also, if n¿m, an n-truncated
one, S, gives rise to S  m, an m-truncated one. On the other hand, if for each n, there
is given Sn, an n-truncated multitopic set, and Sn+1  n= Sn for all n, then there is a
unique multitopic set S for which S  n= Sn for all n; this is obvious.
With C0 an arbitrary set (of 0-cells), we let C0 =F(L0) be the (free) multicategory
whose objects are the 0-cells, and whose only arrows are identities (O(L0)=C0; L
(L0)= ∅). We have P0 =A(C0) ∼= C0. This is all there is to a 0-truncated multitopic
set.
After having determined C0, we let C1, the set of 1-cells, be any set, and we let
d1 :C1 → P0 =C0; c1 :C1 → C0 be arbitrary functions (the domain and codomain
assignments for 1-cells). We de:ne D0 as it is given in clause (vi) above.
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The language L1 has O(L1)=C0, and L(L1)=C1; sL1 (f)= 〈d1(f)〉 ∈C∗0 (sin-
gleton tuple), tL1 (f)= c1(f)∈C0. The free multicategory C1 on L1 has as objects the
0-cells (elements of C0). All its arrows are unary, that is, of the form  : 〈A〉 → B for
A; B∈C0 (〈A〉=sC1 (); B= tC1 ()). In fact, the general form of an arrow  : 〈A〉 →
B, in the notation for arrows in a free multicategory introduced in Section 3 of Part
2, is =f‘(f‘−1(: : : (f1(A) : : :)), with ‘=0; 1; 2; : : : ; fi : 〈Ai〉 → Ai+1 (i=1; : : : ; ‘ −
1); A=A1; B=A‘+1. There is nothing to say about the amalgamating functions for
C1, which are trivially forced. This describes a general 1-truncated multitopic set.
Proposition. Let n be a natural number; n¿ 1. Given an n-truncated multitopic
set S; with notation used above; an arbitrary set Cn+1 (of (n + 1)-cells); functions
cn+1 :Cn+1 → Cn; dn+1 :Cn+1 → Pn such that dndn+1 =dncn+1, cndn+1 = cncn+1:
there is a uniquely determined (n + 1)-truncated multitopic set Sˆ which extends the
given data: Sˆ  n= S; and the rest of the data for Sˆ are as speci<ed in advance.
Proof. To de:ne Sˆ, we :rst let Dn be the multicategory of function-replacement asso-
ciated with dn :Cn → Dn−1.
Next, we de:ne the language Ln+1 to have O(Ln+1)=Cn; L(Ln+1)=Cn+1. For
f∈Cn+1, we let sLn+1(f)=def〈dn+1(f)〉 ∈C
∗
n ; tLn+1(f)=def
cn+1(f)∈Cn. By what we said
after the de:nition of multitopic set, these speci:cations are forced on us by that
de:nition.
We de:ne C 0n+1 (not yet Cn+1) as the free multicategory on Ln+1 with standard
amalgamation.
To de:ne d0 = d0n+1 :C
0
n+1 → Dn, a morphism of multicategories, we use the freeness
of C 0n+1. d
0 is de:ned on upper level objects as the identity:
d0 : O(C 0n+1)=Cn → O(Dn)=Cn is idCn . On lower level objects, the eIect of d0 is
forced by the required commutativity of
to be d˙
0
=T. We put, for a∈ O˙(C 0n+1)=Cn; d˙
0
(a)=T(a)= (dn(a); cn(a)).
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On a generating arrow f∈L(Ln+1)=Cn+1, we put d0(f)= dn+1(f). We need to
have that tDn(d
0(f))= d0(tLn+1(f)); but this means T(dn+1(f))=T(cn+1(f)), which
reduces to dn(dn+1(f))= dn(cn+1(f)) and cn(dn+1(f))= cn(cn+1(f)), which are true
by the assumptions we have made on dn+1; cn+1.
For f∈Cn+1; sLn+1(f)= 〈dn+1(f)〉, and sDn(d0(f))= 〈dn+1(f)〉; also, the eIect of
d0 on the upper level objects is the identity; therefore, it is legitimate to de:ne the
transition isomorphism f : |sLn+1(f)|
∼=→|sDn(d0(f))| (see Section 3 of Part 2) to be
the identity.
The main point of the proof, and in fact of the whole approach adopted in this paper,
is the fact that the freeness of C 0n+1 on Ln+1 ensures the existence and uniqueness
of d0 : C 0n+1 → Dn, a morphism of multicategories, extending the determination of d0
given on Ln+1. In particular, d0 is the identity on the upper level objects. However,
d0 is not, in general, a strict morphism, since Dn may have nonstandard amalgamation.
We factor d0 as in
so that  is an isomorphism which acts as the identity on objects and arrows (but
may be nonstrict), and dn+1 is strict (see the end of Section 2 of Part 2). This is the
de:nition of the desired dn+1 : Cn+1 → Dn. Since Cn+1 ∼= C 0n+1, by an isomorphism
which is the identity on objects and arrows, Cn+1 is also free on Ln+1, with possibly
nonstandard amalgamation. We have completed the de:nition of Sˆ, and the proof of
the proposition.
Let us note that, in the proposition, the part of the data and conditions over and
above the given n-truncated multitopic set S, can be summarized as a single map. Given
dn+1 and cn+1 satisfying the two identities in the proposition, we have the commutative
diagram
(2)
in which Qn is the pullback Qn =Pn ×Pn−1×Cn−1 Cn, and e= en+1 is the induced map;
the data for Sˆ are given, equivalently, by S and an arbitrary e; we may write, in a full
notation, Sˆ[e] for Sˆ.
By repeatedly applying the proposition, starting with a zero-truncated multitopic set
S0, putting Sn+1 = Sˆn with Sˆn de:ned as in the proposition, we produce a sequence
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of truncated multitopic sets Sn which together de:ne a full multitopic set S for which
S  n= Sn for all n∈N. The de:nition of Sn, and hence of S, is by a nondetermin-
istic recursion, with the data on the n-cells and their domains and codomains being
parameters that are to some extent arbitrary.
Suppose that S =(Cn;Cn;Dn; dn)n∈N; PS =( PCn; PC n; PDn; Pdn)n∈N are multitopic
sets. A morphism  : S → PS of multitopic sets consists of maps n : Cn → PCn such
that
n and n+1 combine to induce a, necessarily unique, strict morphism of multicat-
egories Cn+1 → PC n+1; and the n are compatible with the d’s: n−1 ◦ dn =dn ◦ n.
Due to the de:nition of Dn in terms of Cn and the d’s, it follows that the n induce
a strict morphism Dn → PDn.
Under this de:nition of morphism, we have a category MltSet of multitopic sets,
with obvious composition and identities.
We also have MltSet  N , the category of N -truncated multitopic sets, for each
N =0; 1; 2; : : : : The arrows of this are de:ned analogously to those of MltSet.
We are particularly interested in the terminal multitopic set T. This is obtained
if we stipulate that for each n, there be exactly one n-cell of any possible type; that
is, exactly one 0-cell altogether; exactly one 1-cell (the identity) altogether; and for
each n¿ 1, for each pair (; b)∈Pn × Cn such that d=db; c=cb, there be ex-
actly one a∈Cn+1 such that da= ; ca= b; in other words, that for each n¿ 1,
the mapping en+1 : Cn+1 → Q in diagram (2) be an isomorphism. It is easy to
see that if T is such as described, then there is a unique map S → T : T is
terminal.
On the other hand, the existence of T as described is assured by the Proposition,
with the remarks on the recursive application of the proposition. Note that in this case,
the nondeterministic element of the recursion, the arbitrary choice of the map en+1, is
greatly reduced, in fact, essentially eliminated, by the condition that en+1 be a bijection.
Of course, the speci:cations given determine T up to isomorphism within the category
MltSet.
Let us use the upright notations Cn =Cn(T); Dn =Dn(T); Cn =Cn(T);
Pn =Pn(T); we continue to use d; c and i without further specifying tags both for T
and for other multitopic sets as they might come up. It will be convenient to have a
new element ?, and set P−1 = {?}.
Given an arbitrary multitopic set S, we use the notation  : S →T for the terminal
map, as well as for its various components. For any entity a in S; (a) is its type.
We claim that in T, for any n¿ 1, the projection pn : Qn → Pn (see (2)) is an
isomorphism. The assertion is equivalent to saying that for any ∈Pn, there is a
unique a∈Cn such that d=da and c=ca. This holds when n=1. Let n¿ 2. Writ-
ing b=da; =d, we have db=d; cb=c (this is globularity); therefore, by the
de:ning property of T (the fact that en : Cn
∼=→Qn−1), we have a unique a∈Cn such
that da=  and ca= b, which is what we wanted.
It follows that dn : Cn
∼=→Pn−1 (n¿ 0); this holds for n=0, and for n¿ 1; dn =pn◦en,
the composite of two isomorphisms.
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Moreover, we also see that we can construct T by recursively constructing T  n
so that when passing from T  n to T  n+ 1, we arbitrarily prescribe the bijection
dn+1 : Cn+1
∼=→Pn; indeed, given such dn+1, we can de:ne en+1 =p−1n ◦ dn+1, producing
an isomorphism en+1 : Cn+1
∼=→Qn that makes diagram (2), with cn+1=
def
qn ◦en, commute.
When ∈Pn−1; P is d−1()∈Cn.
2. The category of multitopes
Our aim here is to show the following theorem.
Theorem. There is a speci<c category Multitope; abbreviated as Mlt; the category of
multitopes; such that the multitopic sets are essentially the same as the set-valued
functors on Mlt:
MltSet  SetMlt :
Before turning to the proof of the theorem, let us indicate the intuitive meaning of
Mlt and that of the theorem.
The objects of Mlt are the cell-types: the “types” or “shapes” of cells in a multitopic
set. An arrow f :A → B in Mlt will stand for a particular “face” of the shape A;
the “shape” of the “face” f is B. In fact, the face-structure of the cell-type A can
be identi:ed with the structure of the comma-category A\Mlt, whose objects are the
arrows out of A (the faces of A); the arrow-structure of A\Mlt determines the manner
in which the faces of various dimensions :t together.
To see this in an example, let us return to the example of a 3-cell denoted by u
in Section 1:4 in Part 1. The domain of u was taken to be the 2-pd !, introduced in
Section 1:2 of Part 1; its codomain is g as shown in Section 1:4 of Part 1.
u is going to be of type A, an object in Mlt. A is of dimension 3, in a sense
corresponding to the fact that u is a 3-cell; this “dimension” can also be explained
purely in terms of the category Mlt. We see that u involves four 2-cells of the same,
namely “binary”, type; these are a; c; d and e. Furthermore, it involves the ternary
2-cell b, and the 7-ary 2-cell g. Accordingly, in Mlt, there are objects (cell-types)
B2; B3 and B7, each of dimension 2. Furthermore, there are exactly four arrows of the
form A → B2, denoted by a; c; d and e. There is exactly one arrow from A to B3
and one from A to B7 : b : A → B3 and g : A → B7.
There is only one type of a 1-cell: C, and one of a 0-cell: D. The “binary” 2-cell-type
B2 has three 1-faces: hi :B2 → C (i=1; 2; 3), according to the picture
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The 1-cell-type C has exactly two arrows to D : C
i1

i2
D, according to the domain
and the codomain of a 1-cell.
There are exactly 1 + 6 + 12 + 8=27 arrows in Mlt with domain A; the identity
arrow; 6 arrows to objects of dimension 2; 11 to C, the unique object of dimension 1;
and 8 to D. In other words, A has 27 faces (when counting the “total” face, id :A → A
as one of them). These faces can be seen on the pictures of ! and g : the 8 0-faces
correspond to the 0-cells X1; : : : ; X8; the 12 1-faces to f1; : : : ; f12; the 6 2-faces to
a; b; c; d; e; g. Let us denote the 26 arrows (excepting idA) of A by bold-face letters
corresponding to the letters appearing in the just-given description.
The main point is the way the structure of A\Mlt as a category reSects the manner
in which the faces :t together. For instance, recall that the binary 2-type B2 has three
faces: h1; h2 and h3. In the picture of !, the type B2 has four “occurrences”: a; c; d and
e. In the occurrence a, h1; h2; h3 correspond, respectively, to f1; f2; f6. In the occurrence
c, h1; h2; h3 correspond, respectively, to f6; f7; f8, etc. These geometric correspondences
are codi:ed by the compositional equalities h1 ◦ a= f1; h2 ◦ a= f2; h3 ◦ a= f6; h1 ◦
c= f6; h2 ◦ c= f7; h3 ◦ c= f8; etc., in Mlt. Of course, in A\Mlt, the equality h1 ◦ a= f1
appears as the arrow h1 : (B2; a)→ (c; f1); similarly for the other equalities.
Finally, let us see what it means that a multitopic set is, essentially, a Set-valued
functor on Mlt. For instance, let us take a multitopic set S in which the 3-cell u and all
the other lower-dimensional cells mentioned above in connection with u are present,
and let us look at how the face-connections between the cells are ensured by the fact
that S is a functor on Mlt.
S construed as S : Mlt → Set will have u∈ S(A), a; c; d; e∈ S(B2), b∈ S(B3),
g∈ S(B7), f1; : : : ; f12 ∈ S(C), X1; : : : ; X8 ∈ S(D). Also
S(a : A → B2)(u)= a: (1a)
the a-face of u is a. (We talk about faces of cells as well as faces of cell-types; we
may, more pedantically, call a a face-type; then, the face-type of a as a face of u
would be a; but this language is too heavy to use.) Furthermore,
S(h3 :B2 → C)(a)=f6 (1b)
and
S(f6 :A → C)(u)=f6: (1c)
Note that the third of the displayed equalities is a consequence of the :rst two, because
of h3 ◦ a= f6. We see that the functorial character of the multitopic set ensures that if
we have an occurrence of a cell a as a face in another one, say u (e.g., as above, a
occurring as a face in u according to (1a)), and we also have a face f of a (the face
f6 of a by (1b)), then f is :tted in a de:nite way as a certain face of u (f6 becomes
a face of u according to f6 = h3 ◦ a; see (1c)). This is the essential element in :xing
the geometry of the cells.
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Note that whereas, say, the entities a and c are distinct (they are distinct arrows in
Mlt), the entities a and c may happen to be identical. (Of course, this can happen only
if a number of further coincidences also take place among the cells in question.)
We turn to the formal de:nition of the category Mlt.
The objects of Mlt are the elements of the sets Pn (pd’s of T, the terminal multitopic
set; see the last section) for all n∈N ∪ {−1} (we write P−1 = {?});
Ob(Mlt)=
⋃˙
n∈N∪˙{−1}
Pn:
For emphasis, let us write [], or even []n (the subscript is n, not n − 1, since
[]n is a “sort” for n-cells, not (n − 1)-cells), for the object of Mlt corresponding to
∈Pn−1 (n¿ 0). To identify the arrows of Mlt, we have to do more work.
For n¿ 1, let us call ∈Pn proper if  =1(Cn)b for any b∈Cn−1, i.e., if |〈〉| = ∅;
improper otherwise. For n=0, all ∈P0 =C0 are proper. We use “proper”, “improper”
for elements of Pn in a similar way.
Note the following fact. To know a proper pasting diagram a∈Pn, it suTces to
know its type =() and the n-cells :lling its places; in other words,
(1′) Supposing that ; ∈Pn() have the same proper type ; and for all p∈ |〈〉|
= |〈〉|= |〈〉|; we have 〈〉(p)= 〈〉(p); then = :
This is intuitively clear, and seen very easily by an induction on ‘h(〈〉). Note,
however, that the assignment p → 〈〉(p) satis:es conditions, due to “links” within ;
therefore, to determine  we need, beyond its type , a suitable “linked” :lling-out its
places with n-cells. Next, we give the description of these links.
Let n¿ 1, and ∈Pn. Recall that sDn()= 〈〉 and sCn()= 〈d〉; p∈ |〈〉| is a
place where a “function-symbol”, 〈〉(p), occurs in ; r ∈ |〈d〉| is a place where a
“variable”, 〈d〉(r), occurs in . If =f(1; : : : ; m), 〈〉 is the concatenation of 〈f〉
and the 〈i〉; we have the injections %i = %i[f; 1; : : : ; m] : 〈i〉 → 〈〉; %i(j)= 1 +∑
h¡i ‘h(〈h〉) + j : 〈〉 is the coproduct of 〈f〉 and the 〈i〉 via the coprojections
) : |〈f〉| →  : 1 → 1 and %i.
Link1() is a set, speci:ed below, of certain triples (p; q; s), the so-called 1-links of
, such that p; q∈ |〈〉|, and for
p˙= 〈〉(p); q˙= 〈〉(q); (2)
we have, in particular, s∈ |〈dp˙〉|, and
〈dp˙〉(s)= cq˙: (3)
Intuitively, (p; q; s)∈Link1() means that the function-symbol occurrence of 〈〉(q) at
q in  plugs directly into the occurrence of 〈〉(p) at p in  at the place s of the
function-symbol 〈〉(p). To see an example, let X; Y ∈Cn−1, a; b; c∈Cn, a : 〈Y; Y 〉 →
X , b : 〈X; Y 〉 → Y; c : 〈X; Y; Y 〉 → Y in the multicategory Cn, and let
= a(c(X; b(X; Y ); Y ); b(a(Y; Y ); Y ))∈Pn:
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Then 〈〉= 〈a; c; b; b; a〉, and
Link1()= {(1; 2; 1); (2; 3; 2); (1; 4; 2); (4; 5; 1)};
for instance, (4; 5; 1)∈Link1() since the second occurrence of a, which is at place 5
in , plugs directly into the second occurrence of b, which is at place 4 in , and this
takes place at the :rst place of the function-symbol b.
Here is the formal, recursive, de:nition. When  is improper, Link1()= ∅. Let
=f(1; : : : ; m). We de:ne
Link1() =
m⋃
i=1
{(%i(p); %i(q); s) : (p; q; s)∈Link1(i)}
∪{(1; %i(1); i) : i∈ [1; m]; |〈i〉| = ∅}:
The terms of the :rst union are there because all the 1-links in the i give rise to
1-links in  via the maps %i; the :nal term says that the head-occurrence (if any)
of a function-symbol in i, which occurs at %i(1) in , is plugged directly into the
head-occurrence of f in , at the argument-place i of f.
Eq. (3) (under (2)) is seen immediately for (p; q; s)∈Link1().
Given , let ∈Pn(). For p∈ |〈〉|= |〈〉|, let us write pˆ for 〈〉(p); then p˙=
〈〉(p)=(pˆ); we have pˆ∈Cn(dp˙). Given (p; q; s)∈Link1(), we have
〈dpˆ〉(s)= cqˆ; (3′)
this is a consequence of (3). We claim that, conversely,
(4) given ∈Pn proper; and for each p∈ |〈〉|; a cell ap ∈Cn(dp˙)
such that for every (p; q; s)∈Link1();
〈dap〉(s)= caq(∈Cn−1);
then there is a unique ∈Pn() such that pˆ=
def
〈〉(p)= ap (p∈ |〈〉|).
The proof is a relatively straightforward induction.
Next, Link2() will denote a set of certain triples (p; r; s), the 2-links in , such
that, among others, p∈ |〈〉|, r ∈ |〈d〉| and, for p˙= 〈〉(p), s∈ |〈dp˙〉|,
〈dp˙〉(s)= 〈d〉(r): (5)
Intuitively, the 2-links (p; r; s) are those for which the variable occurrence in  at
r plugs directly into the function-symbol occurrence in  at p, at the place s of the
function-symbol 〈〉(p). For instance, let us consider the  taken as an example above,
and assume that as far as  and its subterms are concerned, the multicategory Cn has
standard amalgamation; in particular, sCn()= 〈X; X; Y; Y; Y; Y; Y 〉, and in fact each i of
the seven places 1–7 refers to the ith occurrence from the left of an element of Cn−1
in . (This assumption is, of course, not automatically true.) In this case, we have
Link2()= {((2; 1; 1); (3; 2; 1); (3; 3; 2); (1; 4; 2); (5; 5; 1); (5; 6; 2); (4; 7; 2))}:
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Formally, we de:ne Link2() as follows. When  is improper, Link2()= ∅. Let
=f(1; : : : ; m). We have the amalgamating functions ’i : sCn(i) → sCn(), that
is, ’i : 〈di〉 → 〈d〉;
Link2() =
m⋃
i=1
{(%i(p); ’i(r); s) : (p; r; s)∈Link2(i)}
∪{(1; %i(1); i) : i∈ [1; m]; |〈i〉|= ∅}:
Eq. (5) is immediately seen.
It is easy to see that
(5′) if  is proper; then for every r ∈ |〈d〉|; there is a unique
(p; r; s)∈Link2() with the second component the given r:
Supposing that ∈Pn(), p∈ |〈〉|, pˆ= 〈〉(p)=(p˙), and (p; r; s)∈Link2(),
we have
〈dpˆ〉(s)= 〈d〉(r) (6)
as a consequence of (5).
We are ready to de:ne the category Mlt. As already mentioned, its objects are []n,
one for each n∈N, ∈Pn−1. Next, we give generating arrows for Mlt. They are
Mlt[1] []n+1
d;p−→[dp˙]n,
one for each n¿ 0, ∈Pn and dp˙=d(〈〉(p))∈Pn−1;
Mlt[2] []n+1
c−→[d]n,
one for each n¿ 0 and ∈Pn.
Finally, we give de<ning relations that the generating arrows are to satisfy. These
come in four groups Mlt[3]–Mlt[6].
Mlt[3]:
(7)
one for each n¿ 1; ∈Pn, and (p; q; s)∈Link1(). Note that the codomain of ddp˙; s is
[1]n−1 for 1 = d(〈dp˙〉(s)), and the codomain of cdq˙ is [2]n−1 for 2 = d(dq˙); by the
fact that d(dq˙)= d(cq˙), and by (3), we have 1 = 2 = ; and so, diagram (7) makes
sense.
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Mlt[4]:
(8)
one for each n¿ 1, ∈Pn, and (p; r; s)∈Link2(). Note that the codomain of ddp˙; s
is [.1]n−1 for .1 = d(〈dp˙〉(s)), and that of dd:r is [.2]n−1 for .2 = d(〈d〉(r)), and by
(5), .1 = .2 = ., thus, (8) is meaningful.
Mlt[5]:
(9)
one for each n¿ 1, proper ∈Pn. Note that 1∈ |〈〉|; 1˙ = 〈p〉(1). The codomain of
cd1˙ is dd1˙, that of cd is dd. We have c1˙= c as a general, and obvious, rule for all
proper . Therefore dd1˙= dc1˙= dc=dd= /, thus, (9) is meaningful.
Mlt[6]:
whenever n¿ 1, g∈Cn−1. Note that 1g =1(Cn)g ∈Pn; ig= in−1(g)∈Pn−1, |〈ig〉|= {1};
〈ig〉(1)= g, dig=dg.
The category Mlt is the one whose arrows are generated by the generating arrows,
under the identi:cation of arrows forced by the de:ning relations; brieSy, the category
whose presentation was given above.
Let N be any natural number N =0; 1; 2; : : : . We de:ned Mlt  N as the category
whose objects are the objects []n for n=0; 1; : : : ; N and for ∈Pn, and whose arrows
the arrows generated by the generators and relations in Mlt[1]–Mlt[6], with the value
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of n appearing in Mlt[1]–Mlt[6] meaningfully restricted, that is, to the range from −1
to N−1. It is not obvious, although true as we will see later, that Mlt  N is essentially
the same as the full subcategory of Mlt on the objects []n (n=0; 1; : : : ; N ; ∈Pn):
What is clear is that we have a (uniquely de:ned) functor 0 : Mlt  N → Mlt which
is an inclusion on objects (maps an object to the same-named object in the codomain),
and which maps a generating arrow in the domain to the generating arrow with the
same name in the codomain. What is not quite clear is that 0 is faithful: a priori it
could happen that the larger set of relations for Mlt have the eIect of collapsing the
arrows of Mlt  N further than the relations for Mlt  N by themselves do.
However, it is clear that 0 is full. Let us say of objects of the form []n that
they are of dimension n. Every generating arrow is from (an object of) dimension n
to dimension n− 1, for some n. There are no object-identifying relations; all relations
identify parallel arrows. It follows that every arrow f, in either Mlt  N or Mlt, is from
dimension n to dimension m for m6 n, and that f is of the form g1 ◦ g2 ◦ · · · ◦ gn−m,
with a generator gi from dimension n − i + 1 to n − i; in particular, the only arrows
from a dimension to the same dimension are identities. From this, the fact that 0 is
full is clear.
We also note that, as is clear from the preceding discussion, Mlt and all Mlt  N
are FOLDS signatures (see [1,2] and the introduction in Part 1 of this paper), that
is, categories that have <nite fan-outs and which are reverse well-founded. A category
has :nite fan-outs if for any object, the total number of arrows out of the object is
:nite; it is reverse well-founded if there does not exist an !-type sequence
A1 → A2 → A3 → · · · → An → An+1 → · · ·
of non-identity arrows. (Note that the de:nition given is not invariant under equivalence
of categories. The “reverse well-foundedness” condition can, under the presence of the
“:nite fan-out” condition, be equivalently replaced by the condition that the category
be skeletal and each hom-set of the form hom(A; A) be a singleton.)
Generalizing trivially the preceding, we have a canonical functor 0 : Mlt  M →
Mlt  N every time M; N ∈N ∪ {∞}, M6N . (Of course, Mlt ∞ is Mlt.)
Having de:ned the category Mlt, we now proceed to establish an equivalence
(P) : MltSet 
→SetMlt :
We use the term “N -truncated multitopic set” for all N ∈N ∪ {∞}, where, of course,
“∞-truncated” means untruncated; MltSet ∞=MltSet.
In what follows, S denotes an (arbitrary) (possibly) truncated multitopic set, with
the same notation for its ingredients as we used before;  : S →T, (a) is the type
of a; etc.; see Section 1.
Given any ∈Pn−1, including the possibility =?∈P−1, Cn() denotes the set of
n-cells of type P : Cn()=
def
{a∈Cn : (a)= P} for n¿ 1, and C0(?)=C0 for n=− 1.
Similarly, for ∈Pn, let Pn()= (∈Pn : ()= }.
Given any N -truncated multitopic set S ∈MltSet  N (N ∈N ∪ {∞}), we de:ne
PS : Mlt  N → Set as follows. First of all, we put PS([]n)=defCn() (06 n6N; n∈N).
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In what follows, we have 06 n; n+ 16N .
For the generating arrow in Mlt[1], we note that PS(dp˙]n)=Cn(dp˙), and if
a∈ PS([]n+1)=Cn+1(), then =defda∈Pn(), and for pˆ= 〈d〉(p); (pˆ)= p˙, and thus
pˆ∈Cn(dp˙); this means that we can de:ne
PS(d;p) : Cn+1()→ Cn(dp˙) : a → pˆ= 〈da〉(p):
As for Mlt[2],
PS(c) : Cn+1()→ Cn(d) : a → ca;
note that since d(ca)= dc(a)= dd(a)= d(da)= dd, we have (ca)= d, and
so ca∈Cn(d).
The diagrams which are the images under PS of the ones in Mlt[3]–Mlt[6] commute:
Mlt[3]:
(10)
Mlt[4]:
(11)
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Mlt[5]:
(12)
Mlt[6]:
a
ca

〈dca〉 (1)= cca
; (13)
the reason for the last equality is that now da= =1f for some f∈Cn−1; and so
dda= if∈Pn−1; cca=cda=f; and so 〈dca〉(1)= 〈dda〉(1)=f=cca.
Therefore, the PS: Mlt  N → Set is well de:ned.
It is clear that any arrow 3 : S1 → S2 in MltSet  N gives rise to a natural trans-
formation P3 : PS1 → PS2; whose components C1n () → C2n () are the restrictions of
3 :C1n → C2n . We have a functor
4 : MltSet  N → SetMltN :
S → PS; 3 → P3
We omit the proof of the fact that 4 is full and faithful. (Note that the condition of
naturality on an arrow (a natural transformation) in Mlt  N reduces to the naturality
with respect to the generating arrows Mlt[1]; Mlt[2]; in particular, the de:ning relations
Mlt[3]–Mlt[6] do not enter into the veri:cation of 4 being full and faithful.)
Let us show that 4 is surjective on objects. Let T ∈SetMltN ; to construct S ∈MltSet 
N for which PS =T ; we are (again) going to use the standard notation for parts of S;
Ck =Ck(S); etc.
We de:ne C0=
def
T ([?]0).
Let 06 n6N . Suppose we have constructed the n-truncation (see the previous
section) S  n of S; so that
(S  n)=T  n; (14)
here T  n is T ◦ 0 for 0 : MltSet  n → MltSet  N .
Next, we de:ne
(15) Cn+1 and dn+1 :Cn+1 → Pn; cn+1 :Cn+1 → Cn such that when n¿ 1; also
dndn+1 =dncn+1; cndn+1 = cncn+1:
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We put
Cn+1=
def
⋃˙
∈Pn
T ([]n+1):
Let ∈Pn; a∈T ([]n+1) ⊂ Cn+1.
We let cn+1(a)=ca=
def
T (c)(a); for the arrow c from Mlt[2]. Since ca∈T ([d]n);
and from (9), we have ca∈Cn(d).
To de:ne =dn+1(a)= da∈Pn; we distinguish two cases. First, assume that  is im-
proper; =1(Cn)g for some g∈Cn−1. The type of  has to be = ; thus =1(Cn)c for
a suitable c∈Cn−1 for which (c)= g; moreover, c=c=cda=cca; and ca∈Cn(d)
were determined above. So, let us de:ne da=
def
1(Cn)c for c=
def
cca.
For n¿ 1; we need dda=dca; cda=cca.
We have d=d(1g)= ig; for b=ca; we have b∈Cn(ig); so, db= if for some
f∈Cn−1;f= 〈db〉(1). Applying Mlt[6] to T (and recalling (9)), we get that 〈dca〉(1)=
cca: read (13) as to imply the equality stated in it. This means that dca= icca. Also,
dda=d(1c)= ic= icca. Therefore, dda=dca is established.
Since da=1c; cda= c; cca= c by the de:nition of c; cda=cca is established.
Second, assume that  is proper.We now apply (4). We let ap=
def
T (d;p)(a) (p∈ |〈〉|).
The fact that T respects the diagram Mlt[3] (cf. (10)) gives that the condition in (4)
is satis:ed. Therefore, we have ∈Pn() such that pˆ= 〈〉(p)=T (d;p)(a) for all
p∈ |〈〉|. We let da=
def
.
To see that cda=cca; it suTces to invoke the fact that T “satis:es” Mlt[5];
see (12).
We have dda; dca∈Pn−1(d). To show the equality dda=dca; we distinguish two
cases: d is proper (Case 1), d is improper (Case 2).
Case 1: Let =da; =dca. We have that ∈Pn−1(d); and  satis:es the condition
〈dpˆ〉(s)= 〈〉(r) for all (p; r; s)∈Link2(); by Mlt[4] applied to T . By (6), and (5′);
thus 〈〉(r)= 〈d〉(r) for all r ∈ |〈d〉|; which means, by (1′); that =d; this is what
we wanted.
Case 2: Now, n − 1¿ 1. Any (improper) ∈Pn−1(d) is determined by c; if
1; 2 ∈Pn−1(d); and c1 = c2; then 1 = 2. For 1 = dda; 2 = dca;
c1 = cdda = ccda = ccca = cdca;
↑ ↑ ↑
1 2 3
where 1 and 3 hold by the law “cd= cc” holding in S  n; 2 by the fact that cda=cca.
We have completed the speci:cation of the data in (15).
By what we have done in the previous section, we now have Sˆ = S  (n + 1); the
(n+ 1)-truncation of the desired S. By recursion, we have the full S; more precisely,
when N is :nite, then the above for n+1=N gives S  N = S; when N =∞; according
to the previous section, we have a unique S for which S  n is what we just constructed
as S  n; for each n∈N.
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The construction of S clearly ensures that PS =T; for the eIect on both objects and
arrows of Mlt  N .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Let us convince ourselves that 0 : Mlt  M → Mlt  N (M6N6∞) is faithful as
was promised above.
We have that 0? =(−)◦0 : SetMltN → SetMltM is surjective on objects. In fact, this
statement is equivalent to saying that MltSet  N → MltSet  M de:ned by truncation,
S → S  M; is surjective on objects. But this is clear by what we learned about the
nondeterministic recursive build-up of multitopic sets in the preceding section. Given
an M -truncated multitopic set T; we may, for instance, specify that the sets Cn of
n-cells in S; for all M ¡n6N; be empty, and thereby create S ∈MltSet  N for
which S  M =T . Now, it is immediately checked that if for the functor F :A → B;
F? : SetB → SetA is surjective on objects, then F is faithful. This completes the
argument.
3. Notations for multitopes
Recall that the maps dn :Cn
∼=→Pn−1 (n¿ 0) can be arbitrarily prescribed (more pre-
cisely, with Pn−1 already constructed, the bijection dn; including its domain Cn; can be
arbitrarily prescribed), and that these prescriptions determine T; once de:nite repre-
sentations for the free multicategories involved are chosen. Let us now make each of
these dn an identity: Cn+1=
def
Pn, and dn+1=
def
idPn (n¿ − 1). However, in this case, we
cannot aIord the abbreviations we have used so far; we have to write
(1) dn+1in+1 = idPn
reserving the notation dn+1 for the map dn+1 : Pn+1 → Pn. The condition
dndn+1in+1 =dnincn+1in+1
reduces to cn+1in+1 =dn.
We develop a notation for multitopes. Our goal is to have a system that provides
an unambiguous notation for all multitopes of all dimensions simultaneously.
In what follows, we work in T; the terminal multitopic set, subject to the restrictions
given in (1). Let us make some further, minor, stipulations.
(2) For elements of the free multicategory F(L) we may use Polish notation.
That is, instead of writing f(1; : : : ; n) (f∈L(L); i ∈A(F(L))); we may write
f1 : : : n. In particular, if n=0; then the term is just f. (It is known that there is no
loss of unique readability when we so omit all parentheses and commas. In a complex
expression, the key to decoding is to use the arity of each operation symbol. In our
notation, the arity will be contained in the notation of the operation symbol itself.)
Alternatively, we may use the original parenthesis=comma notation as well.
(3) The ingredients of the notation of members of A(F(L)) are the elements of
O(L) and those of L(L). Thus, the ingredients for the elements of Pn =A(F(Ln))
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(n¿ 1) are the elements of Cn−1 =Pn−2, and those of Cn =Pn−1. When ∈Cn−1 =Pn−2
is used in Pn, we put  in brackets [ ]; when ∈Cn =Pn−1 is used in Pn, we put  in
corner brackets p q. When n=0, only the second part applies.
(4) We denote the single element of C0 =P−1 by ? (as we already did above), and
the single element of C1 =P0 =A(C0) (the identity multiarrow on ∗) by #.
The above :xes the notation, with a choice of using Polish notation, or the parenthesis=
comma notation. The Polish normal form for the generating arrow i with ∈Cn =L
(Ln)=Pn−1 (n¿ 1) as it appears in Pn =A(Cn) is pq [!1] : : : [!‘] where 〈〉=
〈!1; : : : ; !‘〉 ∈Pn−2. As another special case, for !∈Pn−2, we have [!]∈Pn.
The elements of C2 =P1 are the expressions p#qp#q · · · p#q[? ], with zero or more
parts of the form p#q. If
!= p#qp#q · · · p#q[? ] = p#q‘[? ]∈P1 =C2 =L(L2)
has ‘ occurrences of p#q, then
SL2 (!)= 〈di!〉= 〈!〉= 〈#; #; : : : ; #〉 ∈C?1
(‘ occurrences), and tL2 (!)= #∈C1, a constant. Consequently, an inductive de:nition
of C3 =P2 is as follows:
(a) [#]∈P2;
(b) for any ‘∈N; and 1; : : : ; ‘ ∈P2; pp#q‘[? ]q1 · · · ‘ ∈P2.
Note that, for ‘=0; (b) gives p[? ]q as an example of a member of P2.
Writing  : !T2→!′ for: ∈P2; !=d(∈P1); 7=c(∈C1 =P0); we have, for example,
p[? ]q : [? ]T2→#;
[#] : p#qT2→#;
pp#q[? ]q[#] : p#qT2→#:
The :rst one of these is the single-cell 2-pd from the empty 1-pd to the generic 1-cell.
The second one is the empty 2-pd from the one-cell 1-pd to the generic 1-cell; the
third, parallel to the second, is a one-cell 2-pd.
To have a further example, consider the 2-pd ! considered in Section 1; !∈P2(S)
in some multitopic set S that accommodates the cells involved. The type of !, (!)∈P2,
is as follows. Let us write upper bar for “type”, Px for (x). Then Pa= Pc= Pd= Pe=
p#qp#q[? ] =’∈C2 =P1; and Pb= p#qp#qp#q[? ] = 8∈C2 =P1. The type of all of the
fi is #∈C1 =P0. Thus, abbreviating #˜ = [#]; ’ˆ= p’q; 8ˆ= p8q, we have
P!= ’ˆ(’ˆ(#˜; ’ˆ(8ˆ(#˜; #˜; #˜); ’ˆ(#˜; #˜))); #˜);
in Polish notation,
P!= ’ˆ ’ˆ #˜ ’ˆ 8ˆ #˜ #˜ #˜ ’ˆ #˜ #˜ #˜;
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or, without abbreviations,
P!= pp#qp#q[? ]qpp#qp#q[? ]q[#]pp#qp#q[? ]q
p#qp#qp#q[? ][#][#][#]
pp#qp#q[? ]q[#][#][#]:
This is not meant as a particularly intuitive representation; it is a systematic notation
well suited for mechanical manipulation.
Let n¿ 2. The simultaneous inductive de:nition of members of Pn and of c=c()∈
Pn−2 for ∈Pn is as follows:
(a) for any !∈Pn−2; [!]∈Pn; and c[!] = !∈Pn−2;
(b) whenever ∈Pn−1; 〈〉= 〈!1; : : : ; !‘〉 ∈P?n−2; i ∈Pn; ci = !i; we have pq1 · · ·
‘ ∈Pn and c(pq1 · · · ‘)= d:
This de:nition uses the map d : Pn−1 → Pn−2. When n¿ 3, the de:nition of the latter
can be summarized in the relations:
d(1 ◦p 2)= (d1) p(d2) (p∈ |〈d1〉|);
d(i!)= ! (!∈Pn−2);
d([7])= i7 (7∈Pn−3);
the :rst of which makes use of the multicategory composition of Dn−2.
We look at the types of the 3-cells considered in Section 2:7 in Part 1. Let us use
’; ’ˆ; etc., as above; 9= p#q[? ]; 9ˆ= p9q. We have Pf= Ph=’, Pi= Pg= 9, P= ’ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜,
P= ’ˆ 9ˆ #˜ #˜; also,  1= P 1 P= ’ˆ 9ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜; P; P; P 1 P∈P2. For the 3-cells u; v, we
have Pu= P; Pv= P, both elements of C3 =P2. The 3-pd  = v ◦1 u= v(u(h; i); g) (from
Section 1:7 in Part 1),
P = p Pqp Pq[’][9][9] = p’ˆ 9ˆ #˜ #˜qp’ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜q[’][9][9];
d P = P 1 P= ’ˆ 9ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜:
Also, P
′
= ’ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜ = P; Pv′= P
′
;  ′= v′ ◦1 u= v′(u(h; i); g); and
P 
′
= p Pqp Pq[’][9][9] = p’ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜qp’ˆ #˜ 9ˆ #˜q[’][9][9];
d P = P
′
1 P= ’ˆ #˜ 9ˆ 9ˆ #˜:
Let us look at the truncated multitope-categories Mlt  n for n=0; 1; 2; 3.
Mlt  0 is the one-object-one-arrow category, with object denoted by 0(= [? ]0):
Mlt  1 has objects 0 and 1, with nonidentity arrows d1; c1;
Mlt  1 :
1
d1 ↓ ↓ c1
0
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For Mlt  2; let us denote the object [p#q‘[ ? ]]2 by 
2
‘; we have one such for each
‘=0; 1; 2; : : : : We have the arrows d2‘;p=def
d2‘;p :
2
‘ → 1, one for each p=1; : : : ; ‘;
and also c2‘=def
c2‘ :
2
‘ → 1;
Mlt  2
· · · 2‘ · · ·
· · · d2‘;p ↓ · · · ↓ c2‘
1
d1 ↓ ↓ c1
0
We have that (p; q; s)∈Link1(2‘) iI s=1 & q=p + 1 & 16p¡‘; and (p; r; s)∈
Link2(2‘) iI r= s=1 & ‘¿ 1 & p= ‘. Thus, the generating arrows of Mlt  2 are
subject to the following de:ning relations:
d1d2‘;p =c
1d2‘;p+1 (‘∈N; 16p¡‘);
d1d2‘;‘ =d
1c2‘ (‘∈N− {0});
c1d2‘;1 = c
1c2‘ (‘∈N− {0});
d1c20 = c
1c20:
Turning to Mlt  3; there is a convenient representation of elements of C3 =P2 as
trees. We de:ne what an (n ordered) tree is by clauses (5)–(7); (7) comes after
some explanations on the previous clauses.
A tree . is given by
(5) A :nite set X =X(.) of nodes, a :nite set E=E(.) of edges, and relations
S ⊂ X × E, T ⊂ E × X ; we read S(x; e)(⇔ (x; e)∈ S) as “x is the source of e”, and
T (x; e) as “x is the target of e”
such that
(6) there is at least one edge;
every edge e has at most one source and at most one target (we may have edges
of four kinds: ones with no source or target (kind 1); ones with no target but with a
source (kind 2); ones of the opposite kind (kind 3); and ones with both a source and
a target (kind 4); we write x e→y to indicate that x is the source, y is the target of e,
which is then necessarily of kind 4);
every node x is the source of exactly one edge; denoted e[x];
there are no cycles : there is no sequence 〈ei〉i∈[1; n] such that n¿ 1;
x1
e1→x2 e2→x3 → · · · e1→xn+1 for suitable nodes xi (i=1; : : : ; n+ 1) such that xn+1 = x1;
there is exactly one edge, the root-edge, without a target.
The only possible edge of kind 1 is the root-edge; it is of kind 1 if and only if there
is just one edge altogether, and there are no nodes (if e is an edge distinct from the
root-edge, e must have a target; the latter must be the source for another edge, and
so on; since there are no cycles and the tree is :nite, we must reach the root-edge in
:nitely many steps; but then the root-edge is of kind 2. This also shows that the tree
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is connected: every edge is connected to the root-edge). The tree . is proper if it has
at least one node; in that case, the node which is the source of the root-edge is the
head-node; it will be denoted by x..
The input edges are the edges of kind 3; the internal edges are the ones of kind 4.
This is almost the usual notion of “:nite ordered tree”, except that the root-edge
does not end in a node, and the input edges do not originate in nodes. However, we
have further data in the form of
(7) a total ordering of the set I(x)= {e∈E : T (e; x)} of the edges incoming to x;
equivalently, we have a prescribed enumeration 〈exi 〉i=1; :::; ‘ of the set I(x); ‘ is called
the arity of x, and will be denoted by ax; ‘ may be any natural number, including 0.
This completes the de:nition of “tree”.
It is rather clear what an isomorphism of two trees is; in particular, an isomorphism
respects the orderings given. Note that the only automorphism of a tree is the identity;
if two trees are isomorphic, the isomorphism between them is unique.
We claim that the members of P2, described shortly before in a diIerent way, are
in a bijective correspondence with the isomorphism types of trees. This fact is what
we get from the well-known way of representing terms over any (algebraic) language
as labelled trees; we do not need the labels since, for one thing, there are no variables
(or rather, there is just one sort, and there is exactly one variable of that sort), and for
another, with each ‘∈N, there is exactly one operation symbol of arity ‘. To give an
example, the tree corresponding to P!∈P2 given above looks like this:
The orders involved are the left-to-right orders of the drawing. The numbers corre-
spond to the places in 〈 P!〉, which is equal to 〈2; 2; 2; 3; 2〉.
In fact, for any tree . we have a total ordering of its nodes, induced by the orderings
on the sets I(x) (x∈N ), given by the stipulation that x¡y whenever “y is above x”,
or “y is the right of x”. Writing . also for the member of P2 represented by ., we have
〈.〉= 〈 Pxi〉i=1; :::;m where 〈xi〉i=1; :::;m is the enumeration of all nodes of . in which xi ¡ xj
(in the said ordering of nodes) for all i¡ j, and for a node x; Px is p#q‘[ ? ]∈P1
where ‘ is the arity of x; ‘= ax. We also have an induced ordering of the edges; we
use 〈e.j〉j=1; :::;m′ for the enumeration of all the input edges of . in which j¡k implies
e.j ¡ e
.
k . Here, m
′ is the number of input edges of .; it is called the arity of ., and it
will be denoted by a..
Let us use the tree-representation to reformulate the description of Mlt  3. We
continue to write simply . for the element of P2 represented by the tree ., and use
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〈xi〉i=1; :::;m, 〈e.j〉j=1; :::;m′ in the same sense as above. We now have a geometric meaning
of the ternary relations Link1(.); Link2(.). (p; q; s)∈Link1(.) iI xq is “right above”
xp, at the “place” s of xp, that is, if the edge whose source is xq is the sth edge incoming
to xp; e[xq] = e
xp
s . Dropping the enumeration of nodes, let us rede:ne Link1(.) as the
set of all triples (x; y; s) where x; y∈N , and e[x] = eys .
Similarly, (p; r; s)∈Link2(.) iI e.r =exps ; we rede:ne Link2(.) ⊂ N × N such that
(x; s)∈Link2(.) iI exs is an input edge; (x; s)∈Link2(.) in the new sense iI (p; r; s)∈
Link2(.) in the old sense and x= xp; e.r =e
x
s .
To describe Mlt  3, we extend Mlt  2 upward by adding to the objects one object
.3 for one tree . in each isomorphism type of trees (the set of objects of dimension 3
is still written as P2), with new generating arrows d3.;x : .
3 → 2ax, one for each .∈P2
and x∈N(.), and c3. : .3 → 2a., one for each .∈P2. The de:ning relations involving
the new generators are as follows:
d2ax; sd
3
.;x = c
2
ayd
3
.;y (.∈P2; (x; y; s)∈Link1(.));
d2ax; sd
3
.;x =d
2
a.; rc
3
. (.∈P2; (x; s)∈Link2(.); e.r =exs);
c2ax.d
3
.;x. =c
2
a.c
3
. (.∈P2; . proper);
d21;1c
3
.0 = c
2
1c
3
.0 (.0 ∈P2; .0 improper):
There does not seem to be available any simpli:cation with respect to the general
de:nition for the next level of Mlt, that is, for C4 =P3, and the arrows originating
in P3. In fact, C3 is the :rst one of the multicategories Cn which has nonstandard
amalgamation; C3 inherits its amalgamation structure from that of D2. The types (in
P3 =A(C3)) of the examples of 3-pd’s in Section 1:7 in Part 1 show the simplest
instances of non-standard amalgamation in C3. There is a “labelled-tree” representa-
tion of members of P3, but that is just the well-known general tree-representation of
general algebraic terms, obviously available for representing the arrows in any free
multicategory.
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